
Our company is looking for a small business. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for small business

Assists with the development of subcontract agreements/purchase orders to
include the procurement of specialized materials, equipment and services
pertaining to small business suppliers
Assists with the development of mentor protégé relationships along with
experience working with Joint Venture partnerships
Identify points and miles and credit card-related stories relevant to small
business owners, and pitch and write articles quickly — often within hours
Develop new ways to explain points and miles points to new small business
owners
Help TPG's Points and Miles vertical editors build and manage a small
business section on our editorial calendar
Work directly with TPG founder Brian Kelly in developing credit card and
travel tips, strategies and other service journalism editorial for the small
business owner
Attend broker, client installation, and enrollment meetings alongside your
sales manager and sales team
Attend/observe prospecting calls and meetings, new business and renewal
sales appointments, finalist presentations, proactive and reactive service calls
and other relevant business meetings to prepare you for your assigned
territory, brokers, and block of in force business
Work with underwriting partners to gain an understanding of processes and
approaches
Learn how to drive viable prospect activity, understand and manage the
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Qualifications for small business

Strong background in process implementation, execution and partnership
Possess strategic thinking to be used to help the business line develop
appropriate strategic objectives and drive business banking performance
throughout the branch channel
Possess strong working knowledge of retail to lead the design of new
strategies and training to improve upon sales execution in the branches
Previous experience driving sales through coaching others, with strong
working knowledge of pipeline management and delivering an outstanding
customer experience
Previous experience directing, motivating and managing teams successfully
Provide business development outreach and contract negotiations support
for GSA and GWAC contracts


